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Only Impacts on Original or Engrossed
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____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Measure Description:
Alters or raises various DMV fees. Increases a variety of fee DMV fee changes that are intended to recover the
cost of administering these services.

Revenue Impact:

Impact Explanation:
DMV fees cover operating expenses, DMV’s share of transportation funding packages, and to transfer remining
funds to the State Highway Fund (SHF). Since those base fees are not dedicated to cover DMV costs, the
remainder (net revenue) is transferred to the SHF where this portion of net revenue is apportioned the State
(ODOT 60.05%), Cities (15.57%) and counties (24.38%). However, since 2015-17 biennium, the fees not
connected to funding packages yielded no net revenue to the State Highway Fund. Except for transportation
packages like OTIA (I,II, and III), JTA, and HB 2017, most base DMV fees have not been increased in 20-25 years.
All fee increases by transportation funding packages were dedicated to something other than DMV operations.
HB 4062 (2018 Legislative Session) made small changes to align some fees.

For 2019-21, the DMV Gross Base Revenue was $261M and the DMV Operating Cost, Central Service
Assessment, and Service Transformation Program Expense was $327M. This is the second biennium that
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operational cost exceeds base revenue, and the deficit will continue and grow until base rates are adjusted.
In essence, by not raising DMV fees, the legislature through the budget process is allowing DMV costs to be
subsidized from other (non-dedicated) highway fund sources. By increasing the fees, the bill is removing the
subsidy and restoring that revenue to the highway fund. This revenue in turn gets apportioned to the state
(ODOT), counties and cities on the same percentages that govern the base fee distribution.

Below is a table of all the fee adjustment in this measure.

Under-performing fees also result in unintended consequences:
a. Plate transfer fees ($6) are substantially below cost ($45.13) and incentivize transfers of plates with
unexpired registration instead of buying a new plate set ($24) plus 2-year or 4-year vehicle registration. Plate
transfer transactions grew from 87,895 in 2009-11 biennium to 146,350 in the 2019-21 biennium. Changes were
made in the 2018 legislative session around this activity, to address fraud and theft.
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b. Regular Class C drive test fees ($9) are below their cost ($123), and significantly undercut the private
businesses that offer non-commercial driver skills tests on behalf of DMV. In fact, the entire $9 fee is dedicated
revenue under the JTA funding package. Due to expansion of the Third-Party Testing Program and DMV staffing
constraints, about 75% of drive test are now being conducted by third party testing services.

From the table of fees above it is obvious that even after the increase in statuary fees in this measure, some fees
will still be under the threshold of cost recovery, thus some subsidization of these transaction continues to be
the effect of this revenue policy choice. These costs would essentially still be subsidized by the pre-apportioned
revenue of the highway fund.

Creates, Extends, or Expands Tax Expenditure: Yes ☐ No ☒
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